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As a leading digital language lab solution provider in the ICT education industry, we never stop

investing resources in system enhancement which could ease teacher’s burden on interactive
and multimedia teaching. To meet client’s expectation in digital learning, XCLASS now comes
with two brand new features, namely, Keyboard Monitor and Printer Management which
allow teachers to enhance their level of supervision. Besides, XCLASS is now supporting with
the Class Merging function which could be used to simplify class structure with ease. Let’s
check how the latest features of XCLASS can bring convenience to teachers and students.

Keyboard Monitor
By adopting existing functions, Keyboard Lock and Disable Web, it
could effectively help students concentrate on lesson and avoid
irrelevant web browsing activities. To minimize the interference of
self-learning during the lesson, teacher can supervise students’
activities by using Keyboard Monitor. It allows teachers to monitor what
students’ typed and its active applications instantly. By adopting this function, all personal
chatting and unnecessary typing are avoided and students can concentrate on studying during
their self-learning.
Printer Management
Checking up students’ printings status is no longer required. With our
Printer Management, teachers are allowed to resume, pause and even
disable students’ printing jobs to ensure the resources will not be
wasted. What’s more, teachers are authorized to decide the maximum
pages of printing per job and keep track of printing status anytime.
Doubtless to say, this feature provides a high flexibility to teacher to
determine the right on using the printer by students so teachers can simply set different level
of right on different students.
Class Merging
To simply the class structure and students allocation, XCLASS now
comes with class merging function which allows teachers simply merge
their classes by just a few clicks. By applying our Class Merging
function, the flexibility of class participation and students allocation will
be highly enhanced with better manpower and resources arrangement.
Last but not least, we would like to thanks again for all your continuous support. Please reach
our sales team at sales@suntechgroup.com for further information of system upgrade and
product demonstration.

